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File Attachments:

1. ASTR_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

2. ASTR_FHP_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

3. ASTR_Student_Characteristics_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

4. PHYN_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

5. PHYN_FHP_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

6. PHYN_Student_Characteristics_2017.pdf  (See appendix)

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer: Irena Stojimirovic
Liaison: Jonathan McLeod
Department Chair: Donald Barrie 
Manager/Service Area Supervisor: Dean Susan Topham 

Updates (REQUIRED)

Physical sciences program includes the disciplines of astronomy and physical sciences.

Therefore I will discuss successes of each of these disciplines separately and I will focus on the challenges for the
program overall and each discipline.

Across our program we see lack of equity on a student level that can in part be due to lack of equity in K-12 education. 

I am confident that the only way to overcome this and increase student success rates is through more commitment to our
students by providing more contract faculty, one in astronomy discipline and one faculty shared between physical sciences
and physics. These faculty should work together to identify and implement teaching strategies and engagement
techniques that would boost students' learning and success rates across our program. 

 Astronomy Discipline 
Successes of the Astronomy Discipline

A new course ASTR 101 “Explorations of The Solar System” has been launched in the Curricunet. This course will expand
our program’s general education offerings for transfer and will serve as a second semester astronomy course. Enrollment
in astronomy discipline shows upward trend. In the 2015/2016 we had record enrollment of 1,077 students and in
2016/2017 we are keeping up at 1,030 students. With ASTR 102 we hope to further boost enrollment in our discipline, as
many students are seeking second semester astronomy class.

In this last year astronomy program has done really well in providing research opportunities for our students (Astronomy
Research Seminar) and reaching out to the community via education outreach events (solar eclipse viewing, open house
participation, star parties, Astronomy Nights, STEM Lecture Series Events).

Astronomy Night is organized once per semester and we initiated this in the Spring of 2017. Astronomy Nights are
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Astronomy Night is organized once per semester and we initiated this in the Spring of 2017. Astronomy Nights are
education outreach events aimed at SDCCD community. During Astronomy Night visitors are invited to our observatory
and we also set up telescopes on the grounds of Mesa college where trespasser can take a peak at the stars and
planets. Astronomy Night starts with a lecture about current events in the sky. For each of our Astronomy Nights we had
more than hundred visitors. My ambition for Astronomy Nights is to grow into fully public events where we reach out to
the greater San Diego community with the goal of promoting Mesa’s astronomy and science programs and inspiring
visitors to think about science around them.

Starting with December 2015 I launched monthly Star Parties at the Mesa’s rooftop observatory. Star Parties are events
open to all astronomy, geology, physical sciences students. At some nights we had up to 70 students that came and
looked through telescopes at beautiful celestial sites (planets, Moon, nebulae, stellar clusters). The goal of star parties is
to provide more inclusive hands on experience for all students currently enrolled in physical science courses (Mesa's
Strategic Direction 1). These activities advance the delivery of our courses by using technology to advance student's
learning (Mesa's Strategic Direction 5) and build a sense of community that nurtures learning by providing opportunities
for faculty and students to interact outside of the formal classroom setting (Mesa's Strategic Direction 2). Astronomy
Nights similarly build and sustain a sense of community across campus. Visitors have great time and for many this is the
first time to peak through the telescope (Mesa's Strategic Direction 4). The interdisciplinary nature of astronomy sparks
many discussions during these events such as the geology of the features on the Moon, gravity, the physics of light and
matter interaction, spectra. Events like these provide an opportunity to promote interest in science, technology, computer
science, engineering.

As the only physical sciences and astronomy contract faculty I am the co-organizer of STEM Lecture Series events where I
plan the events and invite regularly speaker that can give engaging talks about current topics in astronomy. Presence of
these experts on our campus provides for a great professional development opportunities for faculty and excellent
opportunities for our students to interact with these top notch scientists. I personally try to recruit at least one female
astronomer to give a talk every semester. Women represent an important minority group in STEM-related fields. Female
speakers serve as an important role models to our female STEM student population.

In the Spring of 2017 I have piloted Astronomy Research Seminar (ARS) that trains community college students to produce
work of scientific significance. Placing greater emphasis on faculty/student research partnerships is an effective way to
improve the quality of undergraduate education (e.g., Gregerman et al.,1998; Castillo and Estudillo, 2015, Lopatto,
2010).  Such partnerships lead to deeper student engagement, improved student retention and success, and both
personal and professional benefits.  Students who have participated in undergraduate research report growth in self-
confidence, independence of thought, and a sense of accomplishment (Lopato 2006). Research shows that we learn my
doing, and the idea of ARS is to encourage learning science by doing science. Here are some of the accomplishments of
the ARS program: 

The astronomical research that I did with students was presented at the international astronomical meeting in San
Diego in June of 2017.
ARS student Alex Beltzer Sweeney won the first award at the Mesa Research Conference in Spring 2017 and is
currently serving as a mentor to new groups of researchers.
Steven White that since transferred to New Mexico Tech presented research done at Mesa at the at the American
Physical Society (APS) meeting in Forth Collins CO in October 2017.
Four peer-reviewed papers were produced by Mesa's students and accepted for publication in Journal Of Double
Stars. Producing a published paper helps student build confidence that they can succeed in science careers and
also increases their chances to transfer to a school of their choice.

To bring this opportunity to Mesa I have partnered with Boyce-Astro foundation (BRIEF) and they provide for our time at
world-wide network of remote telescopes and provide software tools necessary to analyze the data. Therefore ARS
comes at no cost to Mesa in terms of facilities and resources. In November of 2017 my collaboration with BRIEF won a
grant that allows us to use Las Cumbres Observatory to conduct 114 hours of observations. This professional
observatory allows for much better data quality than out Mesa observatory and opens a door to a variety of new
research that can be done.

In the Spring 2017 semester I worked with thirteen students enrolled in physical sciences classes. These students have
both science and non-science majors. Therefore this program allows for communities of practice approach to be applied.
We have science majors analyzing data but film majors can take upper hand at writing. This semester I work with six
students. These students are organized in teams of of four students. In the Spring 2017 five of my thirteen students
were females and this semester three out of six are females and more specifically two are Latinas. Physics/Astronomy
stand out among the sciences for their inability to attract enough women and that was not the case in astronomy
research seminar, which makes me very proud. 

As part of the ARS each student’s seminar team: 

(1) writes a research proposal and defends its validity in an oral presentation in front of the BRIEF committee and other
San Diego teams involved in similar research There are student groups from SDSU, Grossmont, Miramar and some San
Diego area high schools.  

(2) obtains and analyzes original telescopic data. 
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(2) obtains and analyzes original telescopic data. 

(3) writes a team paper and generates various plots to support the case. 

(4) obtained detailed feedback from me. 

(5) submits a paper to the Journal of Double Stars and obtains feedback from the external reviewer. Gets paper accepted
for a publication. 

(6) gives a public power point presentation to presents results to BRIEF committee and other San Diego teams. 

Participation in the seminar teams provides students with many transferrable skills. Such as project management skills,
communication skills (presentations of observational proposal and of published results), critical thinking skills (handling
the feedback from me and the external referee). All of these align with physical sciences student learning objectives and
with most of the San Diego Mesa College Strategic Directions And Goals. 

In addition, I have been working with Classroom Tutor program from its initiation and with the tutoring center to recruit
good tutors that can further help our students succeed in astronomy courses. Two years ago there was no astronomy
tutor available. Today we have an astronomy tutor and classroom tutor. For the next semester I am working on providing
a classroom tutors for our adjuncts, myself and more astronomy tutoring hours in the tutoring center. I promote these
resources to our students daily and work with Mark Manasse to find the optimum hours for astronomy tutors.

In the last two years with the support of BARC we have upgraded our rooftop observatory telescopes to be computer
controlled and this lead to re-introduction of the ASTR 109 (Practice in Observing) course. We have also acquired
additional equipment to enhance instructional delivery in this astronomy laboratory courses. This course is always was
fully enrolled, fills first and is becoming very popular within student population. This semester we are offering two sections
of ASTR 109. Our upgraded observatory ensured more effective learning environment in the astronomy laboratory, by
making observational experience more inclusive (increased number of telescopes and cameras) and mainstream
(computer controlled telescopes) for our students. Spending more time working on the telescope keeps students
engaged in learning activities and our CLO assessment in this course demonstrated 100% of students achieving assigned
task.

 

Physical Sciences 
Successes of physical sciences 

The major course in physical sciences discipline that we teach is the PHYN 100: Survey of Physical Science and laboratory
course PHYN 101. The lecture and lab courses are separate courses often taught by separate instructors and not taken in
combination. The labs sometimes compliment content from the course and sometimes supplement. The lecture course
PHYN 100 is an introductory survey of the fundamental concepts of astronomy, geology, chemistry and physics. In this
multi-disciplinary course emphasis is placed on the scientific thought and process and the ways in which the physical
sciences affect modern life. 

We are expanding the course offerings for physical sciences starting with the Spring of 2018. A special course has been
designed for students interested in pursuing certification as an elementary school teacher, PHYN 105. This course is
incorporated in teacher education program/pathway here at Mesa and it was developed in cooperation with faculty from
San Diego State University. The course has been revived recently in response to renewed interest from the teacher
education department. The course is team-taught by members of the Physics and Chemistry faculty such that students
will get expertise from both departments. Team members have consulted with SDSU faculty and the course is intended to
mimic the content of a similar course at the university so that Mesa students interested in teacher education can transfer
seamlessly into the program at SDSU. In addition, SDSU Faculty works closely with faculty at California State University
San Marcos where similar curriculum is used. All courses (SDSU, CSUSM, and Mesa) have been updated to use the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) as a focus of the course. NGSS has been adopted by the State of California as the
standards for K-12 science education. The standards employ an emphasis on Disciplinary Core ideas, Science and
Engineering Practices and Cross-cutting concepts. The Disciplinary Core Ideas are similar to the content-based objectives
of past standards, except that the standards utilize performance-based objectives meaning that they declare what a
student should be able to do, rather than what they should know. The Science and Engineering practices make evidence-
based thinking a priority and are combined into the performance objectives. Finally, Cross-Cutting concepts are ideas that
are used across the science curriculum and are designed to tie together different disciplines. 

Another promising program development includes a new course offering, Physical Science 114, Weather and Climate.
Developed through collaborative efforts by Mesa, Miramar, and City faculty, this course will expand our program’s general
education offerings for transfer and will serve as an introduction to atmospheric science for students interested in this
exciting field.  This course is currently in the process of being reviewed and approved in Curricunet. According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the career outlook for atmospheric scientists is expected to grow 12 percent by 2026; the
2016 median pay in this field exceeds $92,000/year, making this an attractive employment sector for STEM students. 
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Another reason this new course represents an important addition to the program’s list of courses is that our students will
now be able to learn about the scientific principles that govern climate change, both in the past and also in the present.

Challenges Across Our Program
There are two major challenges that our program faces: 

Lack of contract faculty. The whole program has a single astronomy faculty, responsible for all administrative tasks,
teaching, outreach events, research opportunities and vision for growth. Physical sciences course are all taught by
adjuncts for the last four years. 
Lack of equity on a student level. All of our courses are physics based, and most of our students (non-science
majors) had no physics exposure in their K-12 education and lack basic math skills (confirmed by our CLO
assessments) and lack basic math skills (confirmed by our CLO assessments). As always the situation is more
dramatic for minority students, K–12 schools largely attended by minority students have higher proportions of
incompetent instructors and have limited course offerings. 
.    

It is hard to think of any STEM program at Mesa College, where equity is more at stake than physics and physical sciences
(disciplines of astronomy and physical sciences). According to the National Center For Education Statistics, the
percentages of high school graduates who had taken biology courses is 96%, chemistry courses 70% and physics courses
only 36% (https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=97). Among those graduating high school in 2000, only 26% of
African Americans and 26% of Hispanics took any physics classes. In comparison, 62% of African Americans and 56% of
Hispanics took chemistry courses (http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/append/c1/at01-18.pdf). Majority of students in
physical sciences program are non-science majors which implies that these statistics are even less favorable for our
student population. 

Astronomy and physical sciences all have physics as its foundation. Many of our students will be for the first time and
potentially last time ever exposed to physics concepts such as gravity, forces, interaction of the light and matter. Not just
that this poses a challenge on us in teaching this student population, but it also puts pressure to make an impact on this
students and create science literate citizens. Research suggests that K–12 schools largely attended by minority students
have higher proportions of instructors teaching subjects they were not trained to teach and this is most prominent in hard
subjects such as physics, where across the nation there is a shortage of the qualified physics K-12 teachers. In addition,
our CLO analysis show that we work with student population that struggles with basic math skills, such as reading
numbers and performing elementary school arithmetics (K-5). This is in line with the national research findings that show
most colleges enroll students who are not prepared for college education (hetchinerreport.org). However, situation at two
year schools is worse than at four year schools. Nearly half of entering students at two year schools are placed in
remedial classes while only fifth of student were placed in such classes in four year schools (2012 report by Complete
College America). It is therefore very challenging to maintain college level instruction while helping students overcome
these gaps.

PHYS 100 and all of physical sciences course, including astronomy are exclusively for students who are NOT science
majors and these students need a lot of support to succeed in these classes. With no contract faculty, students are often
stuck with limited office hours and no opportunity to interact with the faculty outside of the classroom. The research
shows that having contract faculty teach college entry lower level courses is key to students success, because contract
faculty have more opportunity to connect with students.I was once adjunct, and due to the nature of my job, I had much
less time to dedicate to Mesa students, than I have now. We clearly see in our Program Outcomes data that when no
contract faculty is teaching classes retention and success rates are lower by 6%. For Astronomy in 2012/2013 (no
contract faculty) retention rate was 83% and success 63% while in the 2016/2017 (one contract faculty) it is 89% and
70% resepctively for on campus (in person) classes. Science courses, taken by science non-majors give the last chance to
science faculty to form a scientifically literate graduate. On the other hand, classes like physical sciences can get students
inspired to pursue STEM careers or we can forever loose these students. 

 

How Mesa can help
As a college committed to equity we need to invest in contract faculty in the disciplines that face greatest challenges to
maintain college level instruction, such as astronomy, physics and physical sciences. Contract faculty are often more
accessible than adjunct faculty to students outside of the allotted classroom time, often making themselves available for
additional help and often create additional learning opportunities for students through outreach events and research
experience. The physical sciences discipline is in urgent need for a faculty and we are jointly with physics program
requesting a physics education faculty. Currently in physical sciences the ratio of contract to adjunct is 0%, which means
all of our courses are taught by adjuncts and this has been a persistent condition for the last four years. Lecture and
laboratory parts of the same course are taught by different adjuncts that often have no communication with each other
due to the nature of their job. No systemic instructional improvements and/or new pedagogies have been experimented
with in the discipline for a decade. Therefore the addition of a contract faculty would greatly enhance the learning
environment and provide for equity we strive for at Mesa College.
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To assure the quality of our education we need a specialist for teaching physics to non-majors and teachers. This faculty
member would specialize in engaging traditionally underrepresented student populations enrolled in Physics and Physical
Sciences ‘100 level’ courses and enabling their success. In our department, physics is the foundation for all of our
disciplines. We see this faculty as some one who could not just serve physical sciences but also PHYS 100 which a survey
course in physics program and is also aimed at non-science majors. Therefore a request for this faculty position is a joint
request between physics and physical sciences program. In the last fifteen years a lot of emphasis has been put in
developing effective pedagogies that work for non-science majors in physical sciences classroom and we as a department
would greatly benefit from the person with this type of knowledge.

This faculty hire could also be our person to go for physics outreach events that could effectively engage general
population in physics demos. These activities always provide great opportunities for students to engage with the faculty
outside of the classroom environment.  Within STEM fields physics/physical sciences/astronomy are disciplines that are
most lucking the ethnic minorities and female students, and if we are to breach the equity gap at Mesa, we need a
specialist to lead us in this direction.We feel a dire need for getting a skilled faculty who can transform this neglected
program. There is a great potential to expand course offerings, need to improve instructional quality and extracurricular
activities. 

The physical sciences discipline at times has between three and five adjunct faculty. It is somewhat worrisome that this
discipline has great success and retention rates compared to astronomy discipline for example. Astronomy and physical
sciences attract the same students population, non-science majors, that struggle to keep up with the college level
instruction in these subjects. While in Astronomy retention rates are around 85% for physical sciences we have 90%
retention rates. Success rates in astronomy are below 70% while in physical sciences they are above 80%. Success rates
are super high in the hybrid/online physical sciences classes reaching 88% while DE success rates across CA are much
lower closer to 70%. Although I am in charge for program review of this discipline I am no expert in this field and have
never taught any of these classes, so above concerns are my personal opinion. However, it is clear that having a contract
faculty who is expert in teaching multidisciplinary nature of this field would assure a college level instruction and
expectation are maintained in these courses.

We are also seeking to hire additional astronomy faculty. Our single faculty is astronomer responsible for all administrative
tasks, teaching, outreach events, research opportunities, vision for growth, supervision of the observatory operations
and use in teaching, curriculum development and curriculum improvement. Obviously this is an impossible task for a single
person and an additional contract faculty member in Astronomy would be able to participate in these tasks and contribute
to the developmental process. We have such a great momentum going in research efforts where I have built outside of
Mesa network that supports our efforts. I supervise numerous students in doing research with no reassigned time to do
this.

In Astronomy much work remains to be done to improve low student success rates and we need more support from
college in terms of additional contract faculty. Across our program retention rates are good and go between 82% and
92%. However the success rates are not good in Astronomy and they remain below 71% which is Mesa College average.
For example using dashboard we can see than in the Fall of 2016 and Spring of 2017 the success rates are 63% and 65%
respectively and that our five year average success rate is around 64%. African-Americans success rates were 44% in the
Fall of 2016 and 55% if the Spring of 2017. Latino students are slightly below our overall average.

Our laboratory courses are driving the success rates up (above 90%) while the distance education is driving the success
rates down (below 50% success rates). On campus lecture course ASTR 101 has success rates around 60% in the last
five years based on the PR provided data. Again, our student population is mostly non-science majors and they need a lot
of support to succeed in college level classes and to transfer prepared.  In the past we had two contract faculty in place.
For a while there was no contract faculty in the whole physical sciences program and then I was hired two years ago for
astronomy discipline. There are many things to be done across discipline to bring it to the latest standards in lecture and
laboratory instruction (I will discuss some below).  

In addition, it is essential to hire a skilled person, that can help with the Observatory running and curriculum development
related to the Observational lab ASTR 109. In the past two years through the BARC and HSI STEM fundings we were able
to upgrade our roof top observatory. The improvements to the observatory lead to the re-introduction of ASTR 109
(Observational Astronomy Laboratory) course. We currently have one skilled adjunct faculty that works at the
observatory, and he has reached the retirement age. ASTR 109 currently focuses on astrophotography, but there is a
great potential to grow in a new direction where students could work with professional data and archival data on many
science related topics. Such curriculum change should teach students many transferrable skills through the astronomy
discipline.

The other courses that we offer in the astronomy discipline are ASTR 101 and ASTR 111 and we hope to introduce ASTR
102 within a year. I would like to focus on developing lesson plans for the newly coming ASTR 102 Solar System lecture
course. Astronomy lab ASTR 111 also needs lab exercises to be updated with more free resources available for teaching
ASTR 101 that are less quantitative (our students struggle with this) and more qualitative. Time permitting I would love to
do this. According to the results of our CLOs this should enhance students learning while not compromising the
instructional level.

We have expended our DE offerings from 41 students in 2013/2014 to 176 students in 2016/2017. We have
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demonstrated improvement in the retention rate and success rate in the online/hybrid classes. However much more
works remains to be done here. For example in 2013/2014 retention rate was 49% and success rate 34% while in
2016/2017 they are 66% and 45% respectively. Although these rates are still discouraging, the interest for DE classes is
strong and these classes are first to get filled. The interest for our evening classes has diminished and we suspect that
this can be explained by shift of evening students into online environment. We have made changes in Spring 2018
scheduling to reflect these observations. 

In the online/hybrid classes I have introduced the zoom meetings in order to reach out to students and help them
succeed. But I would like to have more time to dedicate to the online instruction and moving these rates up. For example I
usually don’t have time to participate in professional development activities that I care about, such as join some of the
Katie Palacios workshops and I would love to get more involved in online teacher community and explore
practices/pedagogies that work for other online instructors. Across CA students are less likely to pass an online course
than a traditional course. Furthermore, the success rates of African American and Hispanic students are significantly lower
than the success rates of white and Asian students. Closing these gaps is essential if online learning is to reach its full
potential. 

In my conversation with online students, I find out that often students take the online class expecting them to be easier
than on-campus, or they take the class online because they perceive it is an easy class that they will be able to master
with not much effort. At Mesa most of our students need help navigating through college level classes and benefit from
constant encouragement and in face reminders of what lies ahead of them. I often wonder if students are setting
themselves up for failure by taking online courses? It would be great if counselors encourage students if possible to take
on campus classes rather than online. In order for a student to succeed in the online environment self-motivations and
self-discipline are a key. If a student has a track record of those qualities they can be encouraged to proceed to the online
environment; otherwise we should try to keep students on campus where we can more effectively impose help on them.
Should students be discouraged from taking online courses if they have not reached a certain GPA? Should students who
fail or withdraw from an online course be required to take on campus courses for at least one semester? (Wilson and
Allen) 

The new faculty will help with many of the outreach activities we do. For example, for the last Open House when I got sick
there was no one available to step in and replace me to represent Astronomy Program so I had to cancel our
participation. To make Astronomy Night possible I rely on help from many people here at Mesa. Often both of out ILTs are
present to prepare for and take down telescopes before/after the event. Multiple adjunct faculty across our disciplines
(astronomy, physics, geology) are involved in engaging visitors. We also involve ASTR 109 students to showcase
knowledge gained in the class. Often former and current ASTR 101 students volunteer. We need folks to be at the door
and regulate in and out flow from the roof. Therefore this is truly a joint effort where we come together as a department,
and it would be of great importance to have another contract faculty that can commit to these events.

There is an interest for the Astronomy Research Seminar to be offered as a credit course here at Mesa. Our collaborators
indicate a large interest by high school student population, and we think that we could regularly enroll 40-50 students per
semester in doing this type of research. I am currently working with Dean Topham to see how we could institutionalized
this research and potentially attract some of high schoolers to take more courses at Mesa.

It will take time to hire and train new faculty to take a lead in some the ongoing activities in astronomy program. And once
again I would like to point out that our low FTEF will further go down with the introduction of new course ASTR 102 and
with potentially new course related to the astronomy research and in the upcoming increase in the FTE for lab courses.
Therefore to maintain the continuity of improvement and commitment to our students success we urgently need a new
contract faculty. As I passionate  STEM educator I would like to get involved with campus-wide HSI STEM initiatives and I
cannot do that now, because there is no one in the program to take some load off from me.

 

 

 

 Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2017/18 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)

 IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: IE Data Analysis - Program Review 2017/18 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)
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Program Goals

Develop new Astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy)

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

Develop new astronomy course
(Solar System Astronomy), 2016-
2017
A new course, Solar System
Astronomy, will be developed and
added to the list of course
offerings in the physical sciences
program.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
4.1

Improve student success rates in
Astronomy 101
Data show relatively low rates of
student success in Astronomy
101. As a way to address low
success rates, astronomy faculty
will engage in a dialogue
specifically focused on strategies
to improve success rates.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions
and Goals: Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic
Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal
1.5, Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal 5.1,
Revised Program SLOs Physical Sciences
Program: Communication, Critical Thinking,
Problem Solving

Objectives and Plans

Actions

Develop new Astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy)

Outcome

Goal: Develop new astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy), 2016-2017

A new course, Solar System Astronomy, will be developed and added to the list of
course offerings in the physical sciences program.
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Action: New Astromomy Course  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Collaborate with faculty at other institutions
who currently teach this course, coordinate with
Mesa's articulation officer, and develop a
Curricunet proposal for the course.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Irena Stojimirovic

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Spring 2017

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Once the course Curricunet proposal has been
approved by CRC and CIC, this is how I'll know
that the new course development process has
been achieved and has been effective.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None.

Goal: Improve student success rates in Astronomy 101

Data show relatively low rates of student success in Astronomy 101. As a way to
address low success rates, astronomy faculty will engage in a dialogue specifically
focused on strategies to improve success rates.
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Action: Improve student success rates in Astronomy 101  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

The most important for us would be to get
additional contract faculty that can commit
more time to our students. Contract faculty by
default will be more involved and familiar with
resources and efforts available at Mesa to help
students succeed. We also need more
astronomy tutoring hours available at the
tutoring center and/or STEM center and all of
our faculty are encouraged to seek classroom
tutor placements in their class sections.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Irena Stojimirovic

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

This will be an ongoing effort for years to
come.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Increased overall success rates compared to
the average success rates in the last five
years.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Faculty to help close the equity gap that is very
obvious in the data for our program.
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Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)

Action Statuses

Develop new Astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy)

Outcome

Goal: Develop new astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy), 2016-2017

A new course, Solar System Astronomy, will be developed and added to the list of
course offerings in the physical sciences program.

Action: New Astromomy Course  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

Collaborate with faculty at other institutions
who currently teach this course, coordinate with
Mesa's articulation officer, and develop a
Curricunet proposal for the course.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Irena Stojimirovic

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

Spring 2017

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Once the course Curricunet proposal has been
approved by CRC and CIC, this is how I'll know
that the new course development process has
been achieved and has been effective.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

None.
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Status for New Astromomy Course  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and
next steps:

The course is launched in the curricunet and
awaiting final approval. We hope to be offer this
course in the Spring of 2019.

Goal: Improve student success rates in Astronomy 101

Data show relatively low rates of student success in Astronomy 101. As a way to
address low success rates, astronomy faculty will engage in a dialogue specifically
focused on strategies to improve success rates.

Action: Improve student success rates in Astronomy 101  

Describe the actions
needed to achieve this
objective :

The most important for us would be to get
additional contract faculty that can commit
more time to our students. Contract faculty by
default will be more involved and familiar with
resources and efforts available at Mesa to help
students succeed. We also need more
astronomy tutoring hours available at the
tutoring center and/or STEM center and all of
our faculty are encouraged to seek classroom
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tutor placements in their class sections.

Who will be responsible
for overseeing the
completion of this
objective:

Irena Stojimirovic

Provide a timeline for
the actions:

This will be an ongoing effort for years to
come.

Describe the
assessment plan you
will use to know if the
objective was achieved
and effective:

Increased overall success rates compared to
the average success rates in the last five
years.

List resources needed
achieve this objective
and associated costs
(Supplies, Equipment,
Computer Equipment,
Travel & Conference,
Software, Facilities,
Classified Staff, Faculty,
Other):

Faculty to help close the equity gap that is very
obvious in the data for our program.

Status for Improve student success rates in Astronomy 101  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status
was marked
Completed, what was
the impact of the
completed objective on
your program:

If the Current Status
was not marked
Completed, what are
the implications and

Astronomy discipline has a single faculty (me),
responsible for all administrative tasks, teaching,
observatory and outreach events across the physical
sciences program (astronomy and physical sciences
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next steps: disciplines). In Astronomy much work remains to be
done to improve low student success rates and we
need more support from college in terms of
additional contract faculty. Studies show that having
contract faculty teach entry level college courses is
key to students success. Student success rates in
Astronomy show slight improvements but remain
below 71% which is Mesa College average. For
example using dashboard we can see than in the
Fall of 2016 and Spring of 2017 the success rates
are 63% and 65% respectively and that our five
year average success rate is around 64%. African-
Americans success rates were 44% in the Fall of
2016 and 55% if the Spring of 2017. The root of the
equity gap points back to the K-12 education where
most schools that serve minority students often
don't offer physics or teach it with incompetent
staff. 

Our laboratory courses are driving the success rates
up (above 90%) while the distance education is
driving the success rates down (below 50% success
rates). On campus lecture course ASTR 101 has
success rates around 60% in the last five years
based on the PR provided data. 

Our student population is mostly non-science
majors and they need a lot of support to succeed in
college level classes and to transfer prepared. In
the past (ten years ago) we had two contract faculty
in place. For a while there was no contract faculty in
the whole physical sciences program and then I was
hired two years ago for astronomy discipline. There
are many teaching strategies and engagement
techniques that could be implemented to drive
students success and learning. Implementation of
these across our discipline require time and
commitment from more than just one contract
faculty. 
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Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)

Last year we have requested the following equipment

Spectroscopy Explorer system (including an RSpec spectrometer and software) and Star Analyzer Gratings and
B and V photometric filters

Practice in observing Astronomy class at San Diego Mesa College has been getting more and more sophisticated since it's
inception in the fall of 2016. Every semester more equipment and abilities have made it possible for students to engage in
many aspects of Astronomical observing and for us to improve instructional quality in this course. In 2017 the school
purchased and implemented Spectroscopic and photometric equipment to it's array of instruments. The students are now
being able to observe stellar spectra and observe the differences in stellar absroption and emission caused by
temperature and chemical abundances in stellar spectra. It also possible with new the new installed software to classify
stars observed very accurately. The photometric hardware and software additions also enabled students to measure the
magnitude and the variability of solar system and galactic targets with good acuuracy.

We have also used spectroscopy equipment during our Astronomy nights to educate public about how scientists learn
from light.  Also filters were used to demonstrate our astrophotography capabilities of deep sky objects during these
public events.
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Request Forms

BARC & Facilities Requests

File Attachments:

1. BARC Backup Equipment.pdf  (See appendix)

2. BH_709323350.pdf  (See appendix)

3. mesa.pdf  (See appendix)

4. Physical_Sciences_BARC_Template_2016_17.xlsx  (See appendix)

Classified Staff Requests

Faculty Position Request 1

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2017/18 (See appendix)

Faculty Position Request 2

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2017/18 (See appendix)

Faculty Position Request 3
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